
WPS Communications Secretary. 
 
Leading and creating much of the communication for WPS.  

1) Newsletter.  
a) Collate and sometimes chase for, newsletter content. WPS news, events, lectures, 

competition results, technical articles, member images. Most content is emailed to 
me by other members. 

b) Create Newsletter using this content each week using Mailchimp. A simple process 
once familiar and easy to use and format. 

c) Perhaps 2-3 hours a week, 1 hour to get content, 1-2 hours to edit and create (I do it 
on Sundays). Can be edited and built in Mailchimp over time. No need to do it all in 
one sitting.  

2) WPS Facebook Group 
a) Maintain and Monitor the WPS Facebook Group 
b) Welcome New Facebook Members. 
c) Maintain the pinned post 'upcoming events' with Eventbrite links. 
d) Post a few interest articles and links to 'keep the ball rolling' 
e) Administrate the Facebook group for any abusive, inappropriate of offensive 

comments. 
i) Perhaps 3 times I have had to intervene in a small inter member spat. Not usually 

an issue. 
f) Monitor as often as possible for content. I probably check it several times a day on 

my phone. 
g) I use Facebook a lot anyway, but perhaps 2 hours a week WPS Facebook work. 

3) Monitor the WPS Public Facebook Page 
a) Limited to picking up the public messages received and processing correctly, Usually 

membership related.  
b) 30 minutes a week. 

4) WPS Google Calendar 
a) Edit and keep up to date with changes to the WPS Google Calendar. Add new events, 

ensure accuracy of all as this is the main reference. 
b) Ensure accuracy in the WPS Google Calendar. 
c) 1 hour/month or so. 

5) Be a contact point for members, usually email or Facebook message, to answer member 
questions, queries or provide assistance. 
a) Perhaps 3-4 queries each week. 
b) Often members bring me questions on a Tuesday. 

6) Act as WPS Committee Member and all that entails. 

 
Thats about it. 
 


